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SOCIETY FOR MANITOBANS WITH DISABILITIES

MESSAGE FROM BOARD CHAIR AND CEO

It is a pleasure to present another excellent annual report on
behalf of the Boards of Directors of the Society for Manitobans
with Disabilities. As I reflect on the past year, I see a promising
and meaningful future for SMD. There are a number of important
projects we started this past year that will contribute to this. Most
notably, we have embarked on refreshing our strategic plan. This
will set our priorities for the next few years. Another important
project underway is a review of our governance structure. We
see opportunities to gain efficiencies through this review. A third
important project for us is membership engagement. Like other
member based organizations, SMD strives to have a meaningful
relationship with its members. Our goal is to significantly improve
our connection and engagement of our members.
These and other projects within SMD hold the promise of a bright
future for SMD that I am looking forward to. That being said, it is
all the people and organizations who contribute to SMD’s success
on a daily basis that I want to express my gratitude. First and
very importantly, thank-you to our funders, donors and partner
organizations for supporting the programs and services we offer to
persons of all abilities in all corners of our province. Thank you also
to our volunteers for your time and talent so freely given. Thank-you
to our CEO and his leadership team for so competently guiding SMD
forward. And lastly, thank-you to my wonderful Board of Directors
who help me govern SMD.

Respectfully,

Gail Smidt,
SMD Alliance Chair

This past year marked the beginning of important changes for SMD.
Most notably, we are in the process of refreshing our strategic
plan. Our goal is a strategic plan that responds significantly to
stakeholders’ needs and a brand that allows SMD to succeed in
meeting those needs. In the next year we will complete our strategic
planning and move on to examining our brand (our promise to our
stakeholders).
SMD’s strategic plan and brand needs to resonate with our
clients, their families, and our many other stakeholders (donors,
funders, volunteers, employees). Our environmental research is
now complete. Thank you to those of you who provided important
feedback on how you feel about SMD’s current state and future.
Recently, our board along with senior staff held a strategic planning
workshop to develop a shared understanding about our strategic
priorities. I look forward to working with our Board of Directors to
confirm our strategic plan: our vision, mission, values and priorities
over the next few months as well as undertake a rebranding of SMD.
As we move forward, we need to maintain sight of why SMD
exists and what SMD does well. We know that today, SMD does
some excellent work such as reaching into communities to
provide therapy, counseling, and support to navigate our health
and social service systems; providing a timely and well fitted
wheelchair to help someone get home from hospital and maintain
mobility; training and supporting people to have meaningful
work; organizing recreational, leisure and sporting activities to
enable opportunities to socialize and be active. Refreshing our
strategic plan and rebranding of SMD will add wind under our
wings and allow us to elevate to an even higher level of service and
organizational excellence.

Sincerely,

Dana E. Erickson,
SMD CEO
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2018 AMBASSADORS

Caleb McKague

Jocelyne Yanofsky

Each year, our Ambassadors truly exemplify the spirit of the Society for
Manitobans with Disabilities and the community it serves. By participating
in various events and campaigns, Caleb and Jocelyne have both opened up
their hearts and shared their experiences with all of us.

Through the use of his assistive device, Caleb is able to have the freedom
and mobility to be independent—expressing his affection openly with his
family, while Jocelyn exudes a warm and welcoming personality through her
strong commitment to volunteering.

Caleb and Jocelyne are the epitome of love, compassion, and understanding
in spite of all the challenges they have overcome. Together, Caleb and
Jocelyn participated in the Drop Zone reception, the Direct Mail Campaign,
media interviews, and in cheque presentations with donors, capturing the
hearts of everyone involved.

Caleb and Jocelyne’s outgoing spirits illustrate the individual growth and
empowerment that positively enhances and motivates us all within the SMD
community.

In Loving Memory
Paul MacDonald was our Ambassador from 2012-2014, and he took great
pride in that role. He was the face and voice of the Society for Manitobans
with Disabilities (SMD), an organization that gave him opportunities and he
reciprocated in kind.
Paul was very passionate about SMD and volunteering. It was his way of giving
back and making a difference. He dedicated over 3,600 hours of volunteer
service and won many awards for his commitment, but he didn’t like to be
in the limelight. Instead of focusing on himself, he poured all his energy into
helping others. He shone a light on the barriers that exist for people with
disabilities so that others could understand that changes were needed. He
was always very humble, sincere and grateful.
Paul was a self proclaimed computer geek. He taught information technology
to countless people with disabilities in the SMD computer training classroom.
He enjoyed working side by side with others including SMD computer lab
staff Ken Harrison. With so much in common, they became close friends. Paul
loved working at SMD and applying practical skills and knowledge, which
developed his confidence as a team player. Paul said, “You can do anything
you want to do as long as you want it bad enough.” He lived his life like that,
and he would want each of us to do the same.
Paul’s sudden passing at the young age of 57 years old has left a void. He was
an only child, predeceased by his parents, but shared many great memories
with friends and the love of his life, Lucie. His presence will always be
remembered in our minds and in our hearts.
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Winnipeg Blue Bomber Milt Stegall and Jordan Rogodzinski [left to right] during the filming of Jordan’s Show.

Lights. Camera. Action!
Jordan Rogodzinski , a graduate from Miles Macdonell Collegiate, uses his
passion, communication skills, and sports knowledge wisely, launching
himself on the career path of sports broadcasting. “I am a passionate
Winnipeg Blue Bombers fan and I listen to Bob Irving on CJOB–he has
inspired me” says Jordan. Living with Cerebral Palsy, Jordan uses a
wheelchair for mobility yet still challenges himself to walk with a walker
when possible. He also did not speak his first few words until the age of
four. Today, he currently hosts his own Youtube show called Jordan’s 411
Sports Show, and has been since 2015.
Special guests have included CJOB’s Bob Irving, head coach Mike O’Shea
of the Winnipeg Blue Bombers, and his idol and Canadian Football League
Hall-of-Famer, Milt Stegall. Jordan is also involved in sports himself and

plays sledge hockey through the Society for Manitobans with Disabilities
(SMD) Recreation Program. “I really enjoy being on the ice” says Jordan.
“I require some help but, I also practice propelling myself independently to
increase my ability”.
Jordan has been receiving services from SMD for the past thirteen years
and in recent years, he received funding from SMD’s Assistive Technology
Support Program for van modifications. The accessible van has enabled
Jordan to have more opportunities to travel within and outside of his
community with freedom. “Our family can go on more outings with the ease
of transporting me in my wheelchair” says Jordan. “We went on our very first
family road trip to Alberta and British Columbia—it would not have been
possible without our accessible van or SMD”.

Heart, Passion, & Pursuit
Madisyn Peters grew up in Cartier, Manitoba and encompasses an
abundance of kindness and compassion for people. While volunteering
at the Grace Hospital, Madisyn interacted with patients and supported
people who were faced with a variety of life challenges.
Along her journey, Madisyn had to adapt to her own obstacles. Born with
a total right-sided hearing loss due to a rare inner ear condition, Madisyn
faces situations that involve communicating in a noisy environment—or
with multiple people—where she misses entire parts of the conversation.
Connecting with the Society for Manitobans with Disabilities (SMD)
in 2010 was pivotal. “SMD started communication with me the year
I graduated from high school—it helped me get ready for university”
says Madisyn. “My success as a student would have been a much
harder mountain to climb”. SMD supported Madisyn through the Adult
Vocational Rehabilitation Program with computerized note-taking,
assigned seating in classrooms, financial support for accommodations,
and assistance with advocating in an educational setting.
Madisyn graduated from the University of Winnipeg with a Bachelor
of Arts in Psychology, a Bachelor of Science in Biopsychology, and the
Echocardiography Program at Red River College. Currently, she is working
as a Cardiac Sonographer at the St. Boniface Hospital. “I couldn’t be
happier, I get to work one-on-one with patients and use my love for
sciences to help solve the mystery of their hearts everyday” says Madisyn.
The gratitude that Madisyn feels towards SMD carries through to the kind
donors that help SMD support motivated individuals like Madisyn.
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SMD Values
• Empowerment of persons with disabilities
• Independence as a principle of well-being
• Participation in all areas of society
• Community for support and growth
• Prevention of disabling conditions
• Holism as a model for service
• Dignity in all matters

Canada 150 Medal
Recognizes Compassion
In December 2017, Arek Manyang received the Canada 150 Medal for
her humanitarian work with the Sundanese Community and the Society
for Manitobans with Disabilities (SMD) Ethno-Cultural Program. Arek is
one of only eleven recipients province-wide to receive such an award of
distinction and recognition presented by Senator Marilou McPhedran.
“It is in my blood to help people – I always want to help them out to
give them what they need to move forward in their lives” explains Arek.
Arek’s dedication to her role as a Cultural Resource Facilitator is the tip
of the iceberg to the compassion that she has.
Arek is seen as an instigator of positive change and an inspiration for
many in her Sudanese and SMD community. “We all have the same
blood and we all have the same DNA—regardless of race or disability”
explains Arek.
“I remember once when a boy back in Sudan needed a wheelchair
and SMD sent out a refurbished wheelchair to him—now he can move
around and I will never forget what SMD did”. SMD knows no barriers or
boundaries when it comes to compassion and helping those in need.

The Perfect Fit
Doctors said Evania would never walk or talk when she was born with
cerebral palsy. Today, thanks to the perseverance and care of her family,
she can do both including speaking three languages and so much more.
“She is my little miracle” shared her mother, Myrna.
Recently, ten year-old Evania participated in the Bocce program, which
is organized by a partnership between the Society for Manitobans with
Disabilities (SMD), the Canadian Paraplegic Association, the Cerebral
Palsy Association, and the Children’s Rehabilitation Centre. Program
Facilitator, Bill Muloin told Evania and her mom about all of the various
kind of adaptive sports that they can do like sledge hockey, wheelchair
tennis, and wheelchair basketball.
Not all children in school understand Evania’s disability and so learning
of the alternative and adaptive sport opportunities that exist through
SMD was empowering for Evania. “I feel like I finally have some friends
that will always come and join me—I feel so warm inside that it makes me
just want to burst with joy” beams Evania.
Evania enjoys adaptive sports through SMD’s Children’s Leisure and
Recreation Program and it has increased her confidence immensely.
Knowledge and connection is power and SMD helped Evania find the
right fit.
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Rich in GROWTH.
RICH IN Experience.
Lily Rich’s experiences with the Society for Manitobans with Disabilities
(SMD) Sledge Hockey Program started when she was three and last year
she finished her ninth season. In addition to playing sledge hockey, Lily
has also been a part of SMD’s Summer Access Program.
“Being a disabled athlete is not easy,” she says. “Along with all the usual
challenges athletes face, we also have to find a system that plays to our
strengths and allows us to maximize our performance”.
Lily has some motor skill impairments, sometimes making it difficult for
her to maneuver the puck in puck fights or breakaways. Playing sledge
hockey has not only taught Lily how to use her strengths to her advantage,
it has also helped her feel free and included.
She feels that sledge hockey encourages equality, noting, “in the times
when I’m with my team, it doesn’t matter what our disabilities are, what
background we have, or how old we are, we all share one common trait:
we have an intense love for our sport and are driven even when things
get hard”. SMD currently has a unified sledge team for both males and
females, but fewer female players go on to play sledge hockey at a higher
level compared to male players.
That is going to change though, according to Children’s Leisure and
Recreation Supervisor, Bill Muloin. There are plans to implement a female
sledge hockey program at SMD to further their playing level. “It could
help young girls develop their passion, letting them know that you can
be strong and play sports while connecting with your femininity” says
Lily. The kind and generous donations made to the SMD Foundation are
instrumental in advancing the female sledge hockey program for female
athletes like Lily to have more equal opportunities.

Fostering Financial
Focus and Freedom
Knowing you can have independence within your finances is essential. The Financial Empowerment
Programs at the Society for Manitobans with Disabilities (SMD) encourage that independence. The
programs focus on financial priorities such as saving money, accessing benefits, and purchase
planning.
The Savings Circle Program is a ten-week course that takes place once a week for two hours and after
six months participants are matched at a 3:1 ratio of any money that they save, up to a maximum of
$750 given by the program.
Facilitator Angel Prefontaine-Gibson explains that “as soon as they are welcomed into the program,
they open an account with the Assiniboine Credit Union—who we partner with”. The items that
participants are saving for can range from computers or printers for employment purposes, or a
stationary bike for exercise and physical health.

“We’re very grateful for the
money that comes in to help
these individuals, because
they’re getting something
that they need that they
normally would not be able
to afford on their own”

Graduates may then move on to the Individual Development Account (IDA), a Program where
individuals save $1,000 in two years, with another 3:1 ratio match. Participant Janet Casey recently
purchased a scooter with the money she saved. “I have pain in my back and trouble walking far
distances but now I have way more freedom” says Janet as she smiles.
“We’re very grateful for the money that comes in to help these individuals, because they’re getting
something that they need that they normally would not be able to afford on their own” says Angel.
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25 Years Strong
and Unstoppable!
A lot has changed over the past twenty-five years, but what hasn’t
wavered is the commitment of the Society for Manitobans with
Disabilities (SMD) Foundation to raise much needed funds and
awareness province-wide.
Through a variety of events, campaigns, lotteries, gifts and donations,
fundraising is essential to maintain, improve, and expand the vital
supports that over 47,000 children, youth and adults with disabilities
depend on each year.
One fundraiser that speaks to the Foundation’s success is the annual
Drop Zone event. In 2017, Allie Onslow, former Ambassador and recipient
of SMD services and Rhéal Lesage, SMD Board member participated
together as Team Unstoppable. After fundraising nearly $5,000, Allie
and Rheal rappelled 272 feet down the Manitoba Hydro building like
superheroes!
Celebrating twenty-five years of success is a direct reflection of the
dedicated staff, donors, supporters, volunteers, board members,
corporate partners, and event participants like Allie who embolden us to
be unstoppable for the next twenty-five years. Thank you!

Greener Pastures
Three years ago, Joseph Nowell was diagnosed with Secondary Progressive Multiple Sclerosis (MS),
a disease which causes him to have difficulty walking due to pain, tiredness, and weakness. He
underwent two unsuccessful operations to fuse his spine before being diagnosed with MS. Requiring a
power wheelchair that had custom seating because of his spine deterioration, Joseph received one from
the Society for Manitobans with Disabilities (SMD) with the help of his occupational therapist.
A portion of the money for the wheelchair’s custom seating was covered by his insurance company, but
the rest had to come out of his own pocket. He applied to the Assistive Technology Support Program,
which offers individuals up to 50% reimbursement of the cost of an assistive technology device up to a
maximum of $2,500. Meeting all of the criteria, Joseph’s application was accepted.
“When I received funding my spouse and I were very happy and thankful for the help” Joseph explains.
“I am experiencing freedom having the wheelchair and I have been able to go for walks with my wife,
Kathy.” With his wheelchair and custom seating, Joseph is now able to help his wife with yardwork again
by opening up bags, picking up leaves with a leaf blower, and emptying the grass bag. “Previously, I had
not been in my backyard for a few years, but now I feel a sense of accomplishment that I haven’t felt in
years” shares Joseph. “I feel I have more independence” says Joseph.
The Assistive Technology Support Program is fully funded by the SMD Foundation thanks to the
generosity of many donors. As of 2008, a total of 499 applications have been approved and over
$513,141 has been dispersed to help individuals like Joseph who require assistive devices to enhance
their quality of life.

“I had not been in my
backyard for a few years,
but now I feel a sense of
accomplishment that I
haven’t felt in years.”

Celebrating
Canada at 150!

Participant of the Adult Leisure & Recreation Program David
Lightfoot joins in on the fun at the Forks.
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The Adult Leisure and Recreation program celebrated Canada 150 by making the 2017 Canada Summer
Games the theme of the Summer Breakout program. Participants cheered on our own All Abilities
Dancers who performed in the opening ceremonies at Bell MTS Place. “It was so wonderful to be
included in such a big production” notes one of the All Abilities Dancers. They also attended sporting
events at Pan Am Pool (swimming), University of Winnipeg (basketball), University of Manitoba (track
and field) and took in fireworks and live entertainment at the festival held at the Forks.

Awarding Diligence
and Development
The SMD Self-Help Clearinghouse received the Canadian Hard of Hearing
Association—Cantlie Community Development and Community Relations
National Award in June of 2017. Nominated by The Canadian Hard of
Hearing Association MB Chapter—a participating organization of the SMD
Self-Help Clearinghouse — the award is presented to a chapter, branch, a
member, individual, or an association that has worked diligently in the past
to further the mandate of the Canadian Hard of Hearing Association.

President of The Canadian Hard of Hearing Association MB Chapter Rosalyn Sutley presents
the award to Executive Administrator Kathy Grabowecky, and Manager Derek Day at the SMD
Self-Help Clearinghouse [left to right].

A Decade of Change
In 2006, Cristina Waldner, a local water colour painter living with
Spinal Muscular Atrophy (SMA), was a student at Canadian Mennonite
University. She was receiving educational services from The Society for
Manitobans with Disabilities (SMD) and now, Cristina is nearing the end
of her studies, which began over a decade ago.
“I was certain I was going to be an editor; however, once I took an
introductory Psychology class, I changed my vision” says Cristina.
She will be completing her Bachelor of Arts in Counselling Studies
and a degree in English. “Majoring in this field has taught me so
much about critical thinking, the power of empathy, and the strength
of self-reflection” says Cristina. SMD has supported Cristina all the
way through the Vocational Rehabilitation Program. “My vocational
rehabilitation counsellor has been such a positive mentor to me,
from always remaining upbeat about my future, to providing words
of encouragement, to offering financial resources to succeed” shares
Cristina.
While she still sells her paintings on Etsy and in bookstores, she’s had
to stop painting as much due to the degenerative nature of SMA. Cristina
also started to realize that there were things she was missing out on
that she might not be able to do much longer. This included travel and
spending quality time with family.
With her motorized wheelchair, she traveled to places like Cancun,
Hawaii, Florida, and California. Currently, Cristina is in the process
of acquiring a new motorized wheelchair through SMD Wheelchair
Services. “The program has made it possible for me to afford such an
expensive piece of accessibility equipment” says Cristina. “I’ve never
been able to walk”. Cristina has been able to have many experiences
because of her own grit and motivation, along with the support of SMD.

1 IN 6 MANITOBANS HAS A DISABILITY.
IT COULD BE SOMEONE YOU LOVE!
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Connected to the Cause
Elizabeth is a loyal supporter of the Society for Manitobans with
Disabilities (SMD), who purchases tickets to our annual lottery
fundraising campaign, and her ticket won her $20,000 in 2017. For
Elizabeth though, it is not about winning the money; it is about the work
that she does to make a difference in the lives of people living with a
disability. Elizabeth is a medical respite worker for children living with a
disability, and has been for more than twenty years.
As a registered nurse, Elizabeth looks after three children in her home
frequently on weeknights, and on alternating weekends. “They all have
individual diagnoses; one child requires care of his breathing tube as
he gets his food and medication through his stomach tube” explains
Elizabeth. The children she provides respite care for range from ten to
sixteen years of age.
Omar Al Ziab, his father Kamal Al Ziab, and Children’s Recreation & Leisure Supervisor Bill
Muloin [left to right].

Strong and Free
When Omar Al Ziab was nine years old, his city fell to ISIS forces.
“There was fighting and they bombed the school” describes Omar.
“The teachers told students to go home because it was too dangerous”. It was on that walk home that Omar was run over by a military
vehicle and lost the use of his legs.
In 2015, Omar and his family arrived in Canada and connected with
the Society for Manitobans with Disabilities (SMD) through sponsor,
Frank Wynes. He now has crutches and a prosthetic leg to walk but,
Omar never thought he would be able to play sports. After talking
with SMD’s Children’s Recreation and Leisure Supervisor, Bill Muloin,
Wynes took Omar to try out sledge hockey, and the rest is history.

As a medical adjudicator, Elizabeth processes claims of individuals
that are not able to work and determines whether or not they qualify for
disability benefits. Working for the federal government as an adjudicator
for the past seventeen years, Elizabeth says that “SMD is a great resource
that I use to refer clients in need”. Her connection to SMD is through a
common and shared goal of helping those in need—particularly those
wanting to return to the workforce.
“The client may specify that they had previously accessed SMD services
to re-train for lighter work and had been successful for several years”
says Elizabeth. SMD provides employment services that help strengthen
participants’ work and transferrable skills so that they are able to re-enter
the workforce. “We know that SMD is doing a great job through the files
that we review” notes Elizabeth. It is kind-hearted donors like Elizabeth
that embolden SMD’s programs and services.

Omar is on the Manitoba sledge hockey team and had the opportunity
to compete in the National tournament in Montreal. Although Omar
had never heard of hockey before coming to Canada, it is now a core
component of his story, strength, and resilience. “I feel like I’m free
when I’m playing sledge hockey” explains Omar. “On ice it’s very
different; you don’t feel like you have a disability—everyone is equal.”
Omar has set goals to one day play on Canada’s national team and in
the fall of 2017, Sportsnet TV reached out to SMD wanting to connect
with Omar. His story was featured on Rogers Hometown Hockey during
the broadcasting of a Winnipeg Jets game in December.
“I really want to thank my coach, Bill, the SMD Foundation, and Frank
Wynes—he is my everything”. Omar’s spirit of gratitude runs through
SMD and continues on to the kind donors who support us.
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98 volunteers

contributed over 5,399 hours of time, energy, skills and
service to the Society for Manitobans with Disabilities.
This dedication makes our volunteers one of our most
valuable resources, and we are very thankful
for their community support.

Jenna-Lee Irwin (second from right) and Jaylene Irwin (fourth from right) with participants of Fun and Sign.

A Tale of Two Sisters
Fourteen year-old Jenna-Lee Irwin attended SMD’s Deaf and Hard of Hearing
Overnight Camp back in 2011. She suggested that all of the campers put
their desks into a circle so that everyone could see each other signing –
instead of facing ahead in one direction. This was just the beginning of the
journey that both Jenna-Lee and Jaylene would take towards leadership. Bill
Muloin, Supervisor of the Society for Manitobans with Disabilities (SMD)
Children’s Leisure and Recreation Program, envisioned Jenna-Lee and
Jaylene as a future leaders within the Deaf community.
He was right. Today, the two sisters work as facilitators for SMD’s Children’s
Leisure and Recreation Program for the Deaf and Hard of Hearing Day
Camps, and for the Fun and Sign Program in conjunction with the American
Sign Language Immersion Program. Jenna-Lee shares that “there are a few
kids here who, at the start, didn’t know any sign language but, at the end
they are signing and smiling”.

It warms her heart to see their confidence blossom because many children
who are Deaf or hard of hearing do not always experience meeting similar
kids in mainstream schooling.
Jenna-Lee got her own start at SMD’s Communication Centre for Children
when she was a toddler. “A Deaf teacher would come to our house and
provide sign language classes for myself and my family” she shares.
Jaylene found it beneficial because she was able to grow up learning sign
language. This past year Jaylene has been heavily involved with the sledge
hockey program as well.
“Everyone here provides that personal connection— it leaves such a positive
impact” says Jaylene. SMD strives to make individuals lives easier, and
inclusion is a vision that is shared not only by Jaylene and Jenna, but by the
organization as a whole.

Celebrating With Pride
Kayson Klatt, a twenty-year old participant of the Thompson Supported Employment Program (TSEP)
proudly celebrated his completion of the program this year. During the program, Kayson gained
experience as a general labor and was able to learn the skills required with an adapted manual provided
through the Society for Manitobans with Disabilities (SMD).
Born with Persuasive Development Disorder, a form of Autism, Kayson has minimal language
development. Throughout his school years, Kayson had to overcome his challenges with reading and
writing. He is only able to understand information visually therefore, he learns and communicates through
photos and picture cards.

SMD Senior Job Coach Natalie Lagace and TSEP
participant Kayson Klatt in the Northern Regional
Office in Thompson, MB.

His modified manual included photos to help Kayson understand the job requirements and the safety
procedures. He was hired on by the Thompson Recycling Centre in June of 2017, and Kayson was able to
evolve to employment with support from TSEP—making Kayson’s transition to the job more fluent.
Today Kayson works as part of the team on the assembly line as a sorter in the centre. More recently,
Kayson also assists with pick-up and deliveries of cardboard from local businesses.
The Thompson Supported Employment Program celebrated a milestone also, its 25Th Anniversary. This
year the TSEP program has been highly successful with thirty-six people accessing the program.
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Accessible Limousine
SHINES BRIGHT
When Gary Jakeman’s wife wanted to go out with her friends for a night
on the town and could not find an accessible limousine, Gary knew
something had to be done. Inspired by his wife, who is a participant of
the Society for Manitobans with Disabilities (SMD) Wheelchair Services
Program and also an SMD volunteer, Gary embarked on a mission.
As the owner of Sunshine Limo and Transit Services, he began a
process in 2012 to ensure that individuals with disabilities had access
to limousine services. “This promotes accessibility for everyone”
explains Gary. “Someone with a disability didn’t have the option of
having a limousine service before, and we have made that available”.
SMD Adult Ambassador, Jocelyne Yanofsky, rode in the limousine to
and from events, and had a great review of the limo service. “It was very
enjoyable” notes Jocelyn. “I can’t wait to ride it more often!”.
Gary exemplifies SMD’s mission to enhance independence through
choices when he says “everybody needs to be treated equally, and this
limousine puts things back on an equal playing field”.

Summer Intern Marianna Pozdirca receiving the Mayor’s Scholarship for Community Leadership
from Mayor Brian Bowman.

17 GOING ON 35
It was evident from day one that Marianna Pozdirca was composed and
displayed a level of maturity and intelligence well beyond her seventeen
years. Through the Summer Intern Program (SIP), she was provided the
opportunity to promote fundraising initiatives and communicate stories
about people that the Society for Manitobans with Disabilities supports.
Marianna was responsible for writing newsletter articles, designing
branding ads, creating social media campaigns and researching
information for grant proposals. She immersed herself within the
SMD community and through her own execution of community and
leadership, she was awarded the Mayor’s Scholarship for Community
Leadership by Mayor Brian Bowman.
Marianna worked seamlessly with staff and volunteers by offering
support where needed and adapting to any situation. She was trusted
to carry out a variety of tasks independently and completed them
promptly and thoroughly, well above expectations. We are thankful to
the Winnipeg Foundation for selecting Marianna to be our SIP student.
She was an absolute pleasure to mentor and was always willing to learn.

Truth & Reconciliation
In December 2017, the Society for Manitobans with Disabilities staff participated in a Professional Development
Day. The day included the creating of action plans to align SMD’s vision with being a leader in Manitoba as a united
community that supports the independence, participation and empowerment of persons of all abilities.
Creating an all-embracing approach and strategy to respond to the 94 calls to action for truth and reconciliation
was a top priority—and continues to be. The SMD Truth and Reconciliation short film was debuted; expressing the
organization’s commitment to exploring ideas for positive change and improvement.
SMD’s goal is to be a place where Indigenous people feel comfortable. In keeping with the Jordan’s principle, we
are genuinely determined and committed in having a respectful environment that is supportive of Indigenous
culture. Moving forward as a cohesive and collective organization in one direction renders endless possibilities.

The Society for Manitobans with Disabilities (SMD)
provides programs and services to over 47,000 children,
youth and adults each year throughout the entire province.
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The Gift of Time
Jordy Davis is a single mother who is passionate about being there for others
when they are in need. She is always available to lend a helping hand. Between
volunteering full-time and raising her fifteen year old son, Jordy keeps herself
busy. She has been volunteering with SMD since September 2017 and has
accumulated more than 250 volunteer hours to date.
Many of Jordy’s volunteer responsibilities include filing with the SMD
Clearinghouse, and making calls on behalf of the SMD Foundation to generous
donors who help support our organization. “I like the combination of having
different jobs and learning from different people” says Jordy. “I can also relate to
the people I call”.
Jordy—who lives with Cerebral Palsy—is no stranger to SMD. Since the tender age
of three, she has been supported by its programs and services. Now forty-four
years old, Jordy has been a participant of the Nursery School with Children’s
Programs and Services, the Vocational Rehabilitation Program, the Saving
Circle and IDA Program, and Wheelchair Services. She currently uses her power
wheelchair to get around and to volunteer. Jordy supports herself with walls or
walkers when she is at home to keep up the mobility that she does have. She
laughs and says the only time she had to use her power chair at home was when
her son was younger “to catch him when he was running around”. It is patient and
kind-hearted volunteers like Jordy who donate the biggest gift we all have, time.

Forging A New Path
Driving down the highway listening to her Ipod is where you will find
Karlene as she heads to her practicum at the Steinbach Hospital. Enrolled
at the Manitoba Institute of Trades and Technology (MITT), Karlene is in the
Pharmacy Technician Program.
Since September 2017, Karlene has been attending the full-time ten month
program and is set to graduate this June. The program focuses on retail
and hospital pharmacy. “We learn inventory and control, and prepare drug
packages for inpatients of the hospital” explains Karlene.
What makes Karlene a trailblazer at MITT, is the fact she is the first student to
attend the school who lives with a moderate to severe Bi-Lateral Sensorineural
Hearing Loss. As the first hard of hearing student MITT has had, she is creating
a new path. She began the planning and strategizing to attend MITT a year in
advance with support from SMD’s Adult Vocational Rehabilitation Program.
“Doctors said I would probably never graduate or be able to speak English—
SMD really helped me to flip that around” explains Karlene.
As the youngest of four siblings with two sisters who are also hard of hearing,
her disability is genetic and progressive. She was able to hear much better
at the age of three than she can today and there is a high risk that she could
lose all of her hearing as she gets older. Karlene has been supported by SMD
since the age of four through the preschool and daycare at the Children’s
Communication for Children with speech therapy and sign language. Along
with the Deaf and Hard of Hearing Program that provided interpreters and
note-takers.
Karlene says that “they were my cheerleaders –I am where I am today because
of their support”.
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Pedaling with Perseverance
There is a saying that it takes a village to raise a child and a large part of that village is the
SMD community for the Armbruster family.
Luke Armbruster was born three months early, weighing less than three pounds. He was
small and looked like he was folded in half when he was born. Luke has a rare form of
Muscular Dystrophy (MD) called Arthrogryposis Multiplex Congenita (AMC).
When you have a child with AMC you don’t take things for granted and Luke’s family
celebrates his many accomplishments, like walking. After multiple surgeries Luke began
walking at the age of three but had to stop from the pain at age eight—needing yet another
surgery.
For the next four years, Luke wasn’t walking, but he was still active. Wanting to ride a bike
like his friends, Luke could not use his brother’s bike or buy a new one from the store. He
needed a specialized bike that came at a high cost. SMD helped with funding from the
Assistive Technology Support Program toward the cost of the modified bike. Thanks to the
SMD community, Luke—who is now fourteen and in grade eight—will be out riding with his
friends this summer for the second year in a row.
SMD has also supported Luke through Children’s Services, and Wheelchair Services. AMC is
not who Luke is, it is something he lives with and he is someone who focuses on his ability,
not his disability.

Luke and his brother Isaiah enjoying the outdoors together.

Finding Common Ground
Rasha Kazmouz is a twenty-one year old Syrian girl who lives with Cerebral Palsy. She first
arrived in Canada with her family in February of 2016. One of the main reasons that Rasha’s
family wanted to come to Canada, specifically Manitoba, was because of the support that
people with disabilities receive.
The Society for Manitobans (SMD) was there for Rasha shortly after she arrived in Canada.
Supporting Rasha through the EthnoCutural Program and Wheelchair Services, SMD made
things possible. In April 2017, something happened for Rasha that she never imagined—she
attended a public school. She had never been involved in schooling prior to coming to Canada
because of her disability.
Attending Grant Park High School was life-changing. Her beautiful spirit was free to be
educated and she was enthralled with being around others. “Her attitude changed after
she started school and she was not angry anymore” notes her father, Ibrahim. “She loves
the school, the teacher, and her friends”. In June of 2017, she was awarded a high school
graduation certificate. “SMD is the first organization that was willing when it came to Rasha”
notes Ibrihim. Seems like the Kazmouz family found the right place to call home.
Educational Assistant Emparatriz Meneses, father Ibrahim, Rasha,
mother Maria, and Inclusion Support Teacher Dragica Milidrag at
Rasha’s graduation. [left to right].

Saying Good-bye
David White lived life to the fullest. He was an active member of the Society for Manitobans with Disabilities
Foundation Board since January 2015. His talents, skills and expertise were key elements in creating
opportunities that benefited children, youth and adults with disabilities throughout the entire province.
He freely shared his philanthropic nature both personally and professionally. He was a dedicated donor,
volunteer and played an integral role in securing sponsorships.
David’s passing at the young age of fifty-two was sudden. His enthusiasm and good humor will be greatly
missed by all who knew him.
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Strength In Numbers
Gabriel Shorting is one of four siblings and a lover of the outdoors. He lives with
Cerebral Palsy and uses his pummel walker, manual wheelchair, or specialized bicycle
to move around to do arts and crafts, spend time outside, and play with his friends at
daycare.
At age one Gabriel became involved with the Society for Manitobans with Disabilities
(SMD) and his therapy has been the biggest support for him and his family ever since.
“He benefits from therapy and so I benefit too” says Gabriel’s mom, Elizabeth.
Gabriel attends the Robertson Early Enrichment Daycare Program fulltime, at the
Specialized Services for Children and Youth (SSCY), and has been for the past two
years. It is here where Gabriel works on his stretches, exercises, and motor skills with
the support of his occupational therapist and two physiotherapists. He also works on
developing his verbal communication with the support of his speech and language
pathologist.
Pat Furman, the Program Executive Director, notes that the SMD therapists with “their
expertise, coaching, mentoring, and collaborative ideas for goal setting is a lifeline
for our city and community”. The environment of the daycare is very inclusive and
supportive. Therapists recommend books with finger puppets, or visual tools that will
help with learning a new story so that all of the children can understand.
Elizabeth explains that she “doesn’t know where they would be without SMD
and SSCY” as she expresses her gratitude for Gabriel’s therapy in his early stages
of life. Pat further speaks to the positive partnership saying that “the staff are
compassionate, very family-oriented, and they all do their work with such grace—we
are very proud of the partnership that we have with SMD”.

EXTENDING A HELPING HAND
In addition to the programs and services that the Society for Manitobans with Disabilities (SMD) offers in
Winnipeg, SMD has recreation programs in Brandon, including music therapy and a summer day camp.
Music therapy is offered at Knox United Church in Brandon and children from six to twelve years of age
participate. “It’s a great opportunity for them to socialize” explains Program Facilitator, Katie Gaiser.
The summer day camp lasts six weeks, with two weeks for children, youth, and young adults respectively.
Participants can go swimming, go to the movies, or go to the beach for BBQs. Facilitators like Katie express
that seeing their reactions keeps them going despite the challenges. “They might have a tough day or a tough
moment, but then ten seconds later they’re just all happy, and smiling” says Katie.
Despite some systemic barriers and challenges like inaccessible pools, SMD looks forward to creating more
programs—as Brandon is the only rural area that SMD currently extends its recreational programs to.

16
SMD Self-Help Clearinghouse
participating organizations:

• Asperger Manitoba Inc.
• Autism Society of Manitoba
• Canadian Celiac Association - MB Chapter
• Canadian Hard of Hearing Association
• Council of Women of Winnipeg
• DisAbled Women’s Network (DAWN) - MB, Inc.
• Fibromyalgia Support Group of Winnipeg, Inc.
• Friends of Dyslexia Inc.

• Manitoba Brain Injury Association
• Manitoba Down Syndrome Society
• Manitoba Huntington Disease - Wpg Chapter
• Manitoba Rett Syndrome Association
• Muscular Dystrophy Canada
• Post-Polio Network (Manitoba) Inc.
• Provincial Council of Women of Manitoba Inc.
• Winnipeg Ostomy Association
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Defying The Odds
A story of miraculous survival and recovery, Robert is someone who is the epitome of
hope. On January 6th, 2014, Robert was involved in a snowmobile accident in Brookdale,
Manitoba. An avid snowmobiler and mechanic, Robert was working on his wife’s sled
and decided to take it out for a test run.
“I jumped on the sled, turned it around, and drove across acreage past the neighbor’s
house” says Robert. “I came up against a fence that was hidden and it catapulted me off
the sled—that’s the last thing I can remember”. Robert was in a coma for six months and
on life support. He had suffered a severe brain injury.
His wife, Vicki, was told that he would not wake up, and if he ever did, he’d never be able
to walk or talk. Vicki was eventually told to take him off life support. “She said no—a few
days after my wife got a call in the morning saying there’s no need to be alarmed but, the
nurse grabbed [your husband’s] hand and told him to grab her finger, and he did” says
Robert. A miracle recovery ensued.
“I’m able to walk, talk, and even fix a lawn mower” says Robert. With the injury Robert
did not lose his sense of humor but, he did lose full use of his left arm and his speech
was affected. “My left arm is a big hindrance” explains Robert.
No longer able to drive, Robert found himself unemployable as a mechanic/flooring
installer. Currently involved with SMD’s Adult Vocational Rehabilitation Program, Robert
is at the initial planning stages of possibly opening up a repair shop. “SMD listened to
me” says Robert. The idea of possibly opening up a small repair shop has filled Robert
with hope once again.

Creating Change
For twenty-nine year old Jade Ruchkall, the Assistive Technology (AT)
Support Program means freedom. In 2011, the program changed her life
with funds going towards a wheelchair accessible van that enabled her to
independently transport her power wheelchair.

Minister of Education and Training Ian Wishart at the opening of the new
Accessibility Services in 2016. Jade also participated in media interviews
and won university awards for her voice, insight, and activism in regards to
accessibility.

Jade lives with a physical disability that limits her joint mobility and bone
length, requiring her to use a power chair to get around easier. “I see each
circumstance as an opportunity for growth and you always have a choice to
see it that way” says Jade.

This past fall she was a guest speaker at the Our Charities Campaign
with SMD and United Way. She explained that “if feeling like a monarch
butterfly can help you understand how much SMD benefits a life like mine and many other Manitobans with disabilities - then you are starting to have
a glimpse of just how impacting that benefit really is” explains Jade.

Jade was also a participant of the Vocational Rehabilitation Program and
attended the University of Winnipeg. “The dedication, kindness, and
professionalism of my counsellor, Stephanie, was a game changer—and
she continues to inspire me” explains Jade. She graduated with her four
year Bachelor of Arts in Rhetoric and Communications this past June.
During her academic career, Jade was an official opener and guest speaker
alongside the University of Winnipeg President Anette Trimbee and
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The positive and systemic effects of SMD have been so significant in Jade’s
life that her career and personal efforts are focused on making meaningful
change within the disability sector.

SMD ALLIANCE INC. FINANCIAL HIGHLIGHTS
CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF OPERATIONS

CONSOLIDATED STATEMENT OF FINANCIAL POSITION
				

				
				

Year ended March 31		
2018		

March
31
			

2017

2018

Revenues:					
Provincial Funding
United Way
Campaigns & Fundraising
Investment Income
Fee for Service & Other Income

ASSETS		

8,049,009
1,057,958
667,820
325,192
2,961,393

8,006,443
1,060,358
842,797
621,996
2,863,252

13,061,372

13,394,846

Expenditures:				
Adult Programs
2,610,371
2,560,397
Children Programs
3,236,007
3,126,096
Wheelchair & Other Assistive Technology
2,456,388
2,681,809
Deaf & Hard of Hearing
1,303,093
1,180,091
Leisure & Recreation
466,925
547,867
Ethno-Cultural Services
407,119
327,161
Other Programs & Services
2,793,577
2,935,398
Difference between revenue
and expenditures

13,273,480

13,358,819 		

(212,108)

36,027

Current Assets:				
Cash
Accounts receivable
Current portion of equipment loan
Inventory
Prepaid expenses
Investments
Equipment Loan
Equity interest in Mobile Vision Care Clinic Inc.
Fixed Assets

2,050,640
325,895
27,710
437,409
129,346

1,760,592
368,072
–
463,452
122,844

2,971,000

2,714,960

11,049,897

11,882,442

39,419

–

309,847

–

165,020

192,541

14,535,183

14,789,943

LIABILITIES AND NET ASSETS

Current liabilities:		
Accounts payable
Deferred contribution - core funding
Current portion of obligation under capital lease
Obligation under capital lease
Deferred contributions

EXPENDITURES

2017

Specified commitments

1,132,499
800,889
6,244

1,045,324
802,686
2,928

1,939,632

1,850,938

7,611

2,652

431,439

463,781

739,702

858,183

3,118,384

3,175,554

Net assets:				
Net assets invested in fixed assets
115,481
128,373
Net assets restricted for endowment purposes
3,893,754
3,893,754
Unrestricted net assets
7,407,564
7,592,262
11,416,799

11,614,389

14,535,183

14,789,943

REVENUES

n
n
n
n
n
n
n

24%
21%
20%
18%
10%
4%
3%

Children Programs
Other Programs & Services
Adult Programs
Wheelchair & Other Assistive Technology
Deaf & Hard of Hearing
Leisure & Recreation
Ethno-Cultural Services

n
n
n
n
n

62%
23%
8%
5%
2%

Provincial Funding
Fee for Service & Other Income
United Way
Campaigns & Fundraising
Investment Income
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Photo: Alana Trachenko, The Metro, Canstar Community News

SMD Foundation staff, Diana Simpson (left) and COO, Maria Marrone (centre) accept a
gift at the Century 21 Gold Gala & Awards for the Send a Kid to Camp Program.

SMD Ethno-Cultural Program case worker Muhiadin Sheikh Omar (left) help refugees like
Nejma Abbulreshid Hassan settle into a new life with the support from funders such as
United Way Winnipeg, The Winnipeg Foundation and Manitoba Community Services Council.

OUR DONORS
The Society for Manitobans with Disabilities extends its sincerest appreciation to the generous donors,
partners and corporate supporters for their ongoing commitment and caring.
Each gift ensures there is an investment into the success and well-being of the children, youth and adults
with disabilities who depend on our programs and services.
We look forward to strengthening our relationships and building new ones so that every individual in
Manitoba is valued for their ability in the community.
$75,000+
Hayward, Dorothy (Estate)

$25,000 - $74,999
Cancilla, Adrian and Maylene

$10,000 - $24,999
Canadian Tire Jumpstart Charities
Glowacki, Edward
Government of Canada (Enabling Accessibility Fund)
Manitoba Community Places Program
Mauro Family Foundation
Samuel H. Gilfix Endowment Fund
The Winnipeg Foundation

$5,000 - $9,999
Barish, Earl and Cheryl
Hastings, Brian
Johnston Group Inc.
Kiwanis Club of Winnipeg
Riese, Carmel
RONA Inc.
Wawanesa Insurance
Winnipeg Goldeyes Field of Dreams Foundation

$1,000 - $4,999
All Charities Campaign
Anderson, Tracey
Archambault, Geoff and Regan
Borys, Ron
Burgess, Cathy
Churchill Wild
Credit Union Central of Manitoba
Deva Jatt-Transport Ltd.
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Enid Rothwell Fund
Erickson, Dana
Friends of We Care Inc
George Gordon Fund
Girard-Smith, Karen
Goertzen, Alex
Hignell, Ray and Heiliger, Barb
Hodson, Gerald
I.O.O.F Grand Lodge of Manitoba
Investors Group Financial Services Inc.
Manitoba Community Services Council Inc.
Manitoba Hydro - Employee charitable giving
McCroary, Jean (Estate)
McLachlan, Tracy
Murphy, Angenora
Operation Red Nose - Thompson
Palmer, Enid
Park, Marion
Peerless Garments LP
Potter, Keith and Andrea
Price, Gerry and Barb
Red River Mutual
Sanderson, Gwendolyn
Scott, Elizabeth
Silverberg Fund (Ernest I., Morris, David, Maier and Antzi)
South Beach Casino and Resort
Sue Bulloch Wilson Memorial Fund
T.W. and A.R Lowe Memorial Fund
United Way Altona and Gretna
Veron Consultants Inc.
Walker, Dorothy
Westman Autism Parent Support
Wiens, Marie-Luise and John
World Financial Group

Monthly Donors
Allan, Catharina
Allard, Carol
Ambrosie, Brenda
Anderson, Nicole and Patrick
Arbuthnot, Elizabeth
Avanthay, Edmond
Balak, Kelly
Batke, Marlene
Bennett, Judith
Bergeson, Carole
Berthelette, Alfreda and Gunner
Bilan, George
Blok, Madeline
Booth, Frances
Bornn, Rosalie
Bradshaw, Heather
Budinsky, Don and D.
Cable, Gordon and Winnifred
Campbell, Ken and Gladys
Carpenter, Brad
Chartier, Ronald and Betty
Childs, Myra
Clarke, Irene and Morris
Connell, Timothy and Joan
Corbett, Marek and Karen
Cousins, Jill
Cromwell, James and Mary Ann
Crooks, Jeff and Ivale
Crowe, Brian
Davis, Caroline
Derksen-Duhame, Vicki
Donald, Fiona
Dresler, Ron

Thanks to support from partners like the Canadian Tire Jumpstart Charities, children and youth
with disabilities have the opportunity to play the exciting team sport of sledge hockey.

Durant, Philip and Joan
Durocher, Rehana
Fagan, Eileen and John
Fedyshyn, Daria
Ferguson, Jennifer
Fernandez, Rudy and Elena
Friesen, Harvey and Linda
Froese, Garry and Inez
Garrett, Wayne
Gilbert, Pearlie
Glennon, Susan
Goertzen, Marlene and Bradley
Goodwin, Peter
Gushulak, George
Hargrave, Dave and Louise
Harrison, Wilma
Hawryluk, Reta
Heintz, Dusty
Hoger, Jim and Michelle
Johnston, Shari
Keep, Frederick and Denise
Kolesar, Karen and Robert
Law, Kim
Logan, Patti
Mandryk, Marie
Marques, Nelia
Martin, William and Sonya
Martin, Kyla
Maw, John and Wreatha
McGill, Shannon
McLaren, Marnie
McMillan, Terry and Hazel
McNeill, Karen
McNeill-Hordern, Alison
Meers, Jose
Messam, Troy and Janice
Mitchell, Douglas and Jacqueline
Mitchell, Grant
Monkman, Mary
Morrisseau, Patricia
Moyse, Mel and Anita
Nickel, Robert
Orchard, Maureen
Ostermann, Katharina
Paquin, Raymond and Laura
Paquin, Gail
Parsons, Nancy

SMD CEO Dana Erickson, SMD Foundation COO Maria Marrone, SMD Ambassador Jocelyne
Yanofsky, with representatives from Lowe’s. Lowe’s generosity supported items including
equipment, facility rental fees and admission costs for the SMD Leisure & Recreation
Program.

Pendree, Warren and Stacy
Porth, Terry
Pothe, Laszlo and Shirley
Power, K. Heather
Prynne, Constance
Redekopp, Susana
Rowe, John
Russell, George
Smith, Candy
Southcott, Kim
Still, Lorraine
Styan, Jean
Syganiec, Irma
Tamayo, Rosario
Tan, Ken
Thiessen, Ron and Diane
Thomas, Lois
Trimble, Wilma
White, David
Wiechern, Elinor
Workman, Garry
Zdebiak, Lori

Event Partners
Alter Ego Sports
Amway Canada Corporation
Bjornson Roofing Ltd.
Booster Juice
Breakaway Experiences
Brett Poncelet
Broadway Pharmacy
Brothers Pharmacy Ltd
Canad Inns
Centum Mortgage Choice Corp
Century 21 Bachman & Associates
Century 21 Carrie.com
Century 21 Westman.com Ltd.
Cherry Tree Productions
Chicken Chef
Downtown Winnipeg BIZ
Jason Murphy
Kingswood Golf & Country Club
La Salle Insurance and Travel Ltd.
Mac’s Conveniences Stores
MagicMen Hail Repair Specialists
Manitoba Hydro
Peavey Industries Limited

Portage Mutual Insurance
RBC
Real Estate Webmasters
Red Apple/The Bargain Shop
Red River Mutual
River City Conventions Inc.
SERVPRO of Winnipeg Southeast
Starbucks Canada
Sunshine Limo
Via Rail Canada
Wawanesa Insurance
Your Best Shot Photo & Video

Media Partners
Bell Media Inc.
CBC Manitoba
Corus Entertainment
Rogers Media Inc.
The Jim Pattison Group
Winnipeg Free Press

SMD Foundation/Easter Seals™ Manitoba
recognizes that some donors do not wish to have
their name published, and we adhere to provincial
and federal privacy legislation.
We have carefully reviewed this information for
accuracy and apologize for any errors or omissions
in this listing. Please contact us at (204) 975-3108
if you note incorrect information.

Thank you
for your
commitment!

$640,828
in funding was disbursed by SMD Foundation/
Easter Seals™ Manitoba to help persons with
disabilities participate in their community and
enjoy a greater level of independence.
The funds are essential to maintain, expand and
improve upon the support system that individuals
with disabilities and their families depend on.
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Providing the
Path of Possibilities

Jordan went on his very first family road
trip which would not have been possible
without an accessible van or SMD.
(See Jordan’s story on page 5)

Contact Us

Email: info@smd.mb.ca • www.smd.mb.ca

SMD Head Office
825 Sherbrook Street
Winnipeg, MB R3A 1M5
Tel: (204) 975-3010
Toll-Free: 1-866-282-8041
TTY: (204) 975-3083
Wheelchair Services &
Parking Permit Program Office
1857 Notre Dame Avenue
Winnipeg, MB R3E 3E7
Tel: (204) 975-3250/3257
Toll-Free: 1-800-836-5551
Children’s Service Coordination
& Outreach Therapy for Children
1155 Notre Dame Avenue
Winnipeg, MB R3E 3G1
Tel: 204-975-3085/3265

Northern Regional Office - Thompson
303-83 Churchill Drive
Thompson, MB R8N 0L6
Tel: (204) 778-4277
Toll-Free: 1-888-367-0268

Westman Regional Office - Brandon
Room 140, 340-9th Street
Brandon, MB R7A 6C2
Tel: (204) 726-6157
Toll-Free: 1-800-813-3325

Eastman Regional Office - Steinbach
Unit 9 – 227 Main Street
Steinbach, MB R5G 1Y7
Tel: (204) 326-5336
Toll-Free: 1-800-497-8196

Interlake Regional Office - Selkirk
382 Main Street
Selkirk, MB R1A 1T8
Tel: (204) 785-9338
Toll-Free: 1-888-831-4213

Central Regional Office - Morden
100 - 30 Stephen Street
Morden, MB R6M 2G3
Tel: (204) 822-7412
Toll-Free: 1-800-269-5451

Parkland Regional Office - Dauphin
Room 411, 27-2nd Avenue
Dauphin, MB R7N 3E5
Tel: (204) 622-2293
Toll-Free: 1-800-844-2307

